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EyeQuestion 4
As some of you may have noticed, a new version of our software suite has been released. Not only is
there a major change in its aesthetic properties, we have also made the software more user-friendly.
The purpose of this document is to go through some of the differences between the now classic and
new interface to make the transition from old to new as smooth as possible.

Choosing your interface
Upon installation either the classic or the new interface has been set as a default. EyeQuestion users are
free to choose if they would like to work in the classic or the new interface. Click on your user avatar,
located in the top right corner, to switch back to the classic interface.

In the classic interface, the switch to the new interface is located next to the log
out button.

Users can also choose which lay out will be used for the respondents by going
to the project settings and selecting the user
interface per project.

Old interface

New interface

Saving your changes
Another big difference is the absence of the save button when creating a project as all changes will be
automatically saved. The

button is still present in some instances, such as the edit user screen.
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Creating projects
When creating a project in both the classic and the new interface you can choose from our list of
predefined templates, copy a project, copy an archived project or use your own custom templates. The
predefined templates have been restructured and there are also some new templates available for you
to use.

Move projects to another folder
If you want to move projects to another folder, it is now possible to move them in the main menu. You
can drag and drop undeployed or closed projects in the folder structure of the main menu.

Editing your questionnaire
Adding, editing and removing questions and screens has been expanded and simplified in the new
interface.
Users now have the option to select multiple screens or questions to move or delete them.
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Single questions or screens can be placed elsewhere by simply dragging and dropping them to a new
position.
Users are able to view the results of the changes on screen in real time due to the addition of the edit
pane, located in the middle of the screen. Editing your question can be done by clicking the question in
the center pane.

The drag-and-drop system has also been implemented in the questionnaire as questions can be easily
moved to and within the edit pane.

You can quickly go through your questionnaire by clicking on the arrows on top of the pane.

Question settings have been grouped together and sorted to make editing a question more user
friendly. Please note that depending on the question type, not all settings are available.
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Question items
Editing question items has been made easier as items can be added by entering the display name and
clicking the ENTER button.

To edit the item value, the field must first be unlocked by clicking on the
icon. The icon will change
to indicate that the field is unlocked and a value can be altered
. The values that can be changed will
also change color, turning from grey to teal.

Deleting items can be done by clicking on the
To remove an item, click the

icon, which will add

icons next to the item values.

icon.

Items can be rearranged by dragging them to a new position using the drag handle.
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Custom questions
Custom questions can now easily be saved by clicking on the
button. Clicking this button will show a
pop up screen where the user gets the option to either overwrite an existing custom question or save
the question as a new question template.

Custom questions can be accessed by clicking on

and opening the subfolder.

Editing screens
Editing your screen settings can be done by clicking on the pencil icon on top of the edit pane. All
options from the classic interface are available such as timers, close session, redirect etc. If you only
want to change the screenname you can also edit the name on top of the edit pane.
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Conditions
Screen conditions are located on top of the edit pane and can be accessed by clicking on the

icon.

The number next to the conditions icon will indicate the amount of conditions on that specific screen
.

Print page
The print page is not available in the new interface anymore. However, all items from the print page can
be found at the export page.
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Product colors
The experimental design now uses colors to indicate your products. Colors are used to highlight
individual products and sessions.

Export options that are available in the classic interface on the design page have been moved to the
Export page in the new interface.

Add images to your user accounts
Images and signatures can now be added to users in EyeQuestion, they can be used in reports. The
avatar image is also used as a profile picture in the top right hand side of the screen.

Questionnaire layout
The layout of the questionnaire has also been improved, adjusting it to new interface layout and color
scheme and making it easier to work with.
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Previewing the questionnaire has also undertaking a major change, as the user is now able to see how
the project will be displayed on a mobile phone, tablet or laptop by clicking on the various icons in the
top right hand corner of the preview screen.

Layout on a laptop
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Layout on a tablet

Layout on a mobile phone
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